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1 The United States versus Terrorism: From the 
Embassy Bombings in Tanzania and Kenya to the 
Surge and Drawdown of Forces in Afghanistan

Frédérick Gagnon and Ryan C. Hendrickson

Before You Begin
1. What is the traditionally accepted view of Congress’s exercise of war powers 

during the Cold War and after September 11, 2001? How does that view compare to 
Congress’s role leading up to President Bill Clinton’s, President George W. Bush’s, 
and President Barack Obama’s military actions against terrorism?

2. In the days prior to military action in 1998, 2001, and 2009, how did the 
diplomatic challenges differ for Clinton, Bush, and Obama?

3. Is Congress’s decision to endorse military action against those involved in the 
September 11 attacks a victory for Congress’s war powers? If so, why?

4. Which advisers seem to have the most significant influence on Clinton’s, 
Bush’s, and Obama’s decisions regarding terrorism, Afghanistan, and al Qaeda? 
Why?

5. Did President Clinton’s military action in 1998 have a “diversionary” intent? 
What evidence supports such a view? What evidence challenges it?

Introduction: Striking Back at Terrorism

The public, the media, and most members of Congress sometimes are 
not privy to the process in which U.S. use of force decisions are made. 

Although Presidents Bill Clinton, George W. Bush, and Barack Obama 
appear to have vastly different interests in policy matters, and certainly have 
divergent views of the appropriate role for the United States in international 
affairs, many similarities exist in the ways they made decisions as com-
mander in chief. On August 20, 1998, when Clinton launched missile strikes 
against alleged facilities of Osama bin Laden in Sudan and Afghanistan, and 
on October 7, 2001, when Bush set in motion Operation Enduring Freedom Do n
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12 Gagnon and Hendrickson

Timeline
The Clinton, Bush, and Obama Administrations’ 

Strikes against Osama bin Laden

August 23, 1996 Osama bin Laden issues his first fatwa against the 
United States. 

February 23, 1998  Bin Laden issues his second fatwa against the 
United States. 

August 7, 1998  Bombs explode at the U.S. embassies in Nairobi, 
Kenya, and Dar es Salaam, Tanzania. 

August 14, 1998  Director of Central Intelligence George Tenet pres-
ents his agency’s assessment that bin Laden and his 
al Qaeda network were behind the attacks on the 
embassies. 

August 17, 1998  President Bill Clinton admits to the nation that he 
misled the public about having an extramarital rela-
tionship with White House intern Monica Lewinsky. 

August 20, 1998  In a 2:00 a.m. telephone conversation with National 
Security Adviser Sandy Berger, Clinton authorizes 
strikes against bin Laden. Missiles are launched on 
alleged al Qaeda sites in Afghanistan and Sudan. 

Mid-September 1999  The Clinton administration initiates “the plan,” con-
sisting of broader covert operations intended to 
gather intelligence on bin Laden and disrupt al 
Qaeda. 

October 12, 2000  Al Qaeda launches a suicide boat attack against the 
USS Cole while it is docked in Aden, Yemen. Seven-
teen Americans are killed. 

September 11, 2001  Al Qaeda operatives hijack four commercial aircraft, 
flying two into the World Trade Center towers and 
crashing another into the Pentagon. The fourth air-
craft crashes in a field in Pennsylvania. The death 
toll is 2,995. 

September 14, 2001  The Senate passes S. J. Res. 23, authorizing 
George W. Bush to use all necessary and appropri-
ate force against those associated with the Septem-
ber 11 strikes on the United States. The House of 
Representatives responds the following day by 
passing the resolution. Do n
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The United States versus Terrorism 13

September 15–16, 2001 President Bush holds meetings with foreign policy 
principals at Camp David to discuss military opera-
tions in retaliation for the September 11 attacks. 

October 6, 2001  Bush gives final approval for military action against 
Afghanistan. 

October 7, 2001  The United States launches Operation Enduring 
Freedom against the Taliban and al Qaeda in 
Afghanistan. 

December 7, 2001  The Taliban lose Kandahar, the last major city under 
its control.

August 2003  NATO takes control of security in Kabul, its first-ever 
operational commitment outside Europe.

October 2006  NATO assumes responsibility for security across the 
whole of Afghanistan, taking command in the east 
from a US-led coalition force.

April 2008  NATO leaders meeting in Bucharest say peacekeep-
ing mission in Afghanistan is their top priority. They 
pledge a “firm and shared long-term commitment” 
there.

September 2008  President Bush sends an extra 4,500 U.S. troops to 
Afghanistan, in a move he described as a “quiet 
surge.”

February 2009  President Barack Obama announces the dispatch of 
17,000 extra U.S. troops in Afghanistan.

March 2009  President Obama unveils a new U.S. strategy for 
Afghanistan and Pakistan to combat what he calls 
an increasingly perilous situation.

December 2009  President Obama announces the dispatch of 30,000 
extra U.S. troops in Afghanistan. He also declares 
that the United States will begin withdrawing its 
forces by 2011.

January—December As the surge plan is being implemented, President 
2010  Obama escalates the use of Unmanned Aerial Vehi-

cle (UAVs)/drone missile strikes against remaining 
elements of the Taliban and al Qaeda in Pakistan.

June 2010 Gen. Stanley McChrystal is relieved of command of 
American and NATO forces in Afghanistan. Gen. 
David Petraeus replaces him.

 (continued)Do n
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14 Gagnon and Hendrickson

against the Taliban and al Qaeda in Afghanistan, nearly all the critical mili-
tary decisions were made by the executive branch. In 2009 Obama’s “strate-
gic review” of Bush’s Afghanistan policy and decision to expand the war on 
terrorism in Afghanistan and Pakistan were also made primarily by the 
executive branch, with limited input from other actors. Congress also played 
a limited role in Obama’s decision to reduce the number of troops in 
Afghanistan. Unlike many other foreign policy issues in the post–Cold War 
and post-9/11 environments, the center of action concerning terrorism is 
the White House.

Background: Terrorism and Presidential Powers

The U.S. Constitution grants Congress the power to declare war, as well as 
other enumerated powers associated with the military. The president is given 

Timeline (continued)

The Clinton, Bush, and Obama Administrations’ 
Strikes against Osama bin Laden

November 2010 The United States and its allies announce that all 
ISAF forces are intended to be withdrawn from 
Afghanistan by the end of 2014.

May 2, 2011 Osama bin Laden is found and killed in Pakistan by 
United States Navy SEALs.

June 2011 The American military presence reaches its apex in 
Afghanistan, with nearly 100,000 troops deployed.

May 2012 The Obama administration announces a Strategic 
Partnership Agreement with Afghanistan, which will 
keep approximately 15,000 to 20,000 U.S. military 
forces in Afghanistan after the 2014 conclusion of 
the ISAF mission.

July 2012 Afghanistan is named a “Major Non-NATO Ally.”

November 2012 Obama wins a second presidential term. Afghanistan 
has largely moved out of the public and political dis-
cussion as the 2012 elections moved forward.a

aFor a complete timeline, read BBC, “Timeline: Afghanistan,” http://news.bbc.co.uk/ 
2/hi/1162108.stm.
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The United States versus Terrorism 15

the explicit authority to act as commander in chief. Most constitutional 
scholars agree, however, that the president is empowered to use force without 
congressional approval to “repel sudden attacks” against the United States.1 
In other instances, the president must obtain Congress’s approval prior to 
using force.

For much of U.S. history, Congress’s war powers have been respected by 
the commander in chief.2 With the Cold War’s onset and the widely accepted 
belief that the Soviet Union and communism represented a threat to the 
United States, the president’s perception of his power as commander in chief 
became increasingly one of omnipotence. Since 1945 presidents have asserted 
broad military powers with few recognized limitations. Because members of 
Congress agreed that communism should be checked, and because it was 
politically safer to let a president assume full responsibility for U.S. military 
endeavors, Congress often deferred to executive branch unilateralism in 
actions by the president as commander in chief.3 This practice remained the 
norm until the 1973 passage of the War Powers Resolution, which was 
designed to reassert the authority that many felt Presidents Lyndon Johnson 
and Richard Nixon had usurped from Congress during the Vietnam War.4 
The resolution requires that the president “consult with Congress in every 
possible circumstance” prior to and after the introduction of U.S. forces into 
hostilities (P.L. 93–148). Despite its intent, the War Powers Resolution has 
been a failure. All presidents since 1973 have maintained that it is unconstitu-
tional—arguing that it illegally limits their power as commander in chief—
and Congress has often failed to enforce it.5 The Clinton presidency is a good 
example of this dynamic. Clinton viewed his powers as commander in chief 
broadly, maintaining that congressional approval was not required for him to 
take military action.6 Clinton’s outlook is evidenced by U.S. military actions 
against Iraq, NATO air strikes in Bosnia and Kosovo, military deployments to 
Haiti and Somalia, and the use of force against bin Laden, all of which 
occurred without specific congressional approval.

U.S. Embassy Bombings in Tanzania and Kenya: Clinton Strikes 
Osama bin Laden

On August 7, 1998, 263 people, including 12 Americans, were killed in 
simultaneous truck bomb explosions at the U.S. embassies in Nairobi, Kenya, 
and Dar es Salaam, Tanzania. Immediately after the bombings, experts from 
the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) and the Central Intelligence Agency Do n
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16 Gagnon and Hendrickson

(CIA) rushed to East Africa to determine responsibility for the attacks. The 
evidence quickly pointed to Osama bin Laden, a name most Americans had 
never heard of but who was no stranger to the U.S. intelligence community. Bin 
Laden was born in 1957 into a wealthy, conservative family in Saudi Arabia 
with connections to the Al Saud, the Saudi royal family. In the 1980s, he left 
Saudi Arabia to go to Afghanistan and support the mujahidin, the fighters who 
were resisting the Soviet takeover and occupation of Afghanistan with critical 
military assistance from the United States. Toward the end of the Afghan war, 
bin Laden established an organization of radical Muslims that would become 
the foundation for al Qaeda, a network of supporters willing to advance their 
fundamentalist version of Islam using any means necessary. He then moved to 
Saudi Arabia and Sudan and was suspected of being involved in the bombing 
of the World Trade Center in New York City in February 1993. The State 
Department added al Qaeda to its list of terrorist organizations in 1997. One of 
the first statements by bin Laden to generate international attention occurred 
on August 23, 1996, when he publicly issued a fatwa, or decree (usually by a 
recognized religious leader), calling for a jihad (struggle or holy war) against 
the United States to oppose its military presence in Saudi Arabia that began 
with the 1991 Persian Gulf War. In 1998 bin Laden once again caught the eye 
of the world when on February 23 he issued a second fatwa in a fax to a 
London-based Arabic newsletter. In the communication, he made three central 
points: the United States should leave the Muslim holy land; the United States 
should end the “great devastation inflicted” upon the Iraqi people through its 
continuation of economic sanctions; and the United States was engaged in a 
religious and economic war against Muslims, while simultaneously serving 
Israel’s interests vis-à-vis the Muslim world. The truck bombings at the U.S. 
embassies in Kenya and Tanzania occurred less than six months later.

A week after the attacks, on August 14, Director of Central Intelligence 
(DCI) George Tenet presented his agency’s analysis—a “judgment about 
responsibility”—to President Clinton. According to the CIA, additional evi-
dence suggested that bin Laden was planning another attack on Americans and 
that an important gathering of bin Laden associates would take place in 
Afghanistan on August 20, 1998. At the meeting with Tenet, Clinton gave ten-
tative approval to a military response and authorized his senior military advis-
ers to move forward with operational plans.7

The bombings and their aftermath occurred at a difficult time for Clinton. 
On August 17, he testified to the Office of the Independent Counsel and a 
grand jury, by videoconferencing, that he had had an extramarital relationship Do n
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The United States versus Terrorism 17

with former White House intern Monica Lewinsky. Later that evening, in a 
national address, Clinton admitted that he had “misled” the American people 
about his relationship with Lewinsky.8 After his address, Clinton and his family 
left for a vacation, but planning continued for military strikes against bin 
Laden. On Wednesday, August 19, while on Martha’s Vineyard, Clinton dis-
cussed the strikes with Vice President Al Gore. Senior leaders in Congress were 
also notified of possible military action. Throughout the day, Clinton spoke on 
four occasions by phone with his national security adviser, Samuel “Sandy” 
Berger, who was in Washington. In a call around 2:00 a.m. Thursday, Clinton 
gave final approval for the strikes.

Beginning on August 20 around 1:30 p.m. EST, seventy-nine cruise mis-
siles were launched at targets in Sudan and Afghanistan from ships stationed 
in the Arabian and Red Seas. The Sudanese targets included the al-Shifa 
pharmaceutical plant, which the United States alleged was a chemical weap-
ons factory. Six other sites were struck simultaneously in Afghanistan. 
Secretary of Defense William Cohen declared that al-Shifa was chosen 
because bin Laden was heavily involved in Sudan’s military-industrial com-
plex and had an interest in acquiring chemical weapons.9 In discussing the 
sites hit in Afghanistan, Gen. Henry Shelton, chairman of the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff, said that one “base camp” that served as the headquarters for bin 
Laden’s organization was struck.

Approximately twenty-five minutes after the strikes, Clinton addressed the 
nation, providing four justifications for his actions. First, he announced that 
“convincing evidence” pointed to bin Laden’s responsibility for the attacks on 
the embassies. Second, the president pointed to bin Laden’s history of terrorist 
activities. Third, Clinton argued that “compelling information” suggested that 
bin Laden was planning another attack against the United States. Fourth, he 
said that bin Laden sought to acquire chemical weapons.10 In a second address 
to the nation later that evening, Clinton expanded on bin Laden’s previous dec-
larations and activities and said that his senior military advisers had given him 
a “unanimous recommendation” to go forward with the strikes.11 In mention-
ing the unanimous recommendation Clinton may have been anticipating the 
reaction from the public, 40 percent of whom believed that the Monica 
Lewinsky scandal may have influenced the decision to strike. Administration 
officials responded vehemently with denials that any link existed between the 
president’s domestic troubles and the strikes at bin Laden.12 Though many 
Americans thought the “Lewinsky factor” may have entered into the decision 
to use force, 75 percent still supported the strikes.13Do n
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18 Gagnon and Hendrickson

Consulting Congress
The night before the attacks, Berger phoned Speaker of the House Newt 

Gingrich (R-GA) and Senate Majority Leader Trent Lott (R-MS) and presented 
them with the evidence implicating bin Laden. Senate Minority Leader Tom 
Daschle (D-SD) also received a phone call before the strikes.14 Berger 
attempted to call House Minority Leader Richard Gephardt (D-MO), who was 
traveling in France. Clinton also phoned these leaders, with the exception of 
Gephardt, as he flew back to Washington to deliver his second address to the 
nation.15 DCI Tenet notified, at minimum, Sen. Bob Kerrey (D-NE), a member 
of the Senate Intelligence Committee, in advance of the strikes, which Kerrey 
strongly supported.16 Other reports contend that Gingrich had been consulted 
and was privy to intelligence on bin Laden before Berger’s first phone calls 
were made.17

In retrospect, it is clear that the most senior leaders in Congress of both 
parties knew of the impending strikes. White House spokesperson Michael 
McCurry purposely noted that all requirements of the War Powers Resolution 
were met, including its consultation mandate.18 In the aftermath of Clinton’s 
strikes against bin Laden there were no complaints about violations of the War 
Powers Resolution or Congress’s war-making powers. Congress gave broad 
support to the president on constitutional grounds.

Although these strikes were the last overt military effort to kill bin Laden 
before the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, the Clinton administration 
did not give up the hunt for bin Laden. Before Clinton left office, he authorized 
five different intelligence operations aimed at disrupting al Qaeda’s planning 
and preempting terrorist activities.19

The most comprehensive intelligence operation was known simply as “the 
plan” and went into effect around mid-September 1999. The plan sought to 
focus more attention on human intelligence gathering and expand the CIA’s 
efforts to recruit well-qualified operatives who could be placed on the ground 
in Afghanistan to gather intelligence on bin Laden. Another critical element of 
the plan was to develop and use the Predator, an unmanned aerial vehicle with 
intelligence-gathering and military strike capabilities. On at least two occasions 
before September 11, and perhaps a third, the Predator sighted bin Laden.20 
Former counterterrorism coordinator Richard A. Clarke maintains that on 
Clinton’s orders, the United States had submarines in place with cruise missiles 
ready for use against bin Laden, but apparently not at times when “actionable 
intelligence” and military capability existed at the same time.21Do n
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The United States versus Terrorism 19

From a policy-making perspective, the National Commission on Terrorist 
Attacks Upon the United States, or the 9/11 Commission, made one especially 
important finding regarding the Clinton administration’s counterterrorism 
policies: Senior officials of the National Security Council (NSC) and the CIA 
“differ[ed] starkly” in their assessment of the administration’s objectives in 
regard to bin Laden and therefore what types of actions they should be pursu-
ing. NSC staffers, including Berger, maintained that the administration’s poli-
cies were clear; authorization had been given to kill bin Laden. In contrast, CIA 
officials asserted that the administration had sought the capture of bin Laden 
and that only under certain conditions could he be killed.22 Although misun-
derstandings or differences existed among key agencies regarding the effort to 
get bin Laden, it is clear that the center of action for counterterrorism decisions 
and use of force was at the White House, with critical assistance provided by 
the CIA, and that military action was the preferred means of addressing these 
newfound terrorist challenges.

September 11: Authorization of Force and the War on Terrorism

President George W. Bush was made aware of the events that unfolded on 
September 11 while visiting with children at Emma E. Booker Elementary 
School in Sarasota, Florida. Upon hearing that an aircraft had crashed into the 
Pentagon, Bush later said, he thought to himself, “We’re at war. . . . Somebody is 
going to pay.”23 After the session with the children ended, Bush’s Secret Service 
detail quickly escorted him to Air Force One. As it was not considered safe to fly 
the president back to Washington immediately, Bush was flown to Offut Air 
Force Base in Omaha, Nebraska. From there, he spoke by phone with members 
of his National Security Council, including DCI Tenet, who reported that 
Osama bin Laden was behind the attacks.24 By early evening, Bush was back at 
the White House, where deliberations began on how to address the crisis.

The constitutional dynamics and the authority of the president to respond 
to the September 11 attacks with military action were considerably different 
from Clinton’s strikes against Afghanistan in 1998. Because the United States 
was directly attacked on its soil, most constitutional experts would concur that 
the Constitution allowed Bush, as commander in chief, to respond with force 
in defense of the nation. In addition, Article 51 of the United Nations Charter 
permits all member states to act in self-defense if attacked.25 The Bush admin-
istration, however, quickly turned to Congress for formal authorization for the Do n
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20 Gagnon and Hendrickson

use of force. The public was strongly in favor of a military response, and by 
approaching Congress the administration could avoid raising constitutional 
questions about the legitimacy of its forthcoming military actions. At the same 
time, legitimate constitutional questions existed in terms of whom the United 
States would be at war with. Part of the difficulty of this issue is that the enemy 
is not easily defined, identified, or targeted.

When Bush administration officials first met with congressional leaders and 
their senior staff members on September 12, congressional staffers were ini-
tially struck by the sweeping nature of the administration’s force authorization 
proposal. Its request included the authority to “deter and pre-empt any future 
acts of terrorism or aggression against the United States” and essentially unre-
stricted financial resources for military responses, which would infringe on 
Congress’s constitutional authority to appropriate money.26 Key legislators, 
such as Senate Majority Leader Daschle and Sen. Robert C. Byrd (D-WV), 
thought it was Congress’s duty to avoid giving the president “a blank check to 
go anywhere, anytime, against anyone.”27 During deliberations over the lan-
guage of the resolution, administration officials agreed to eliminate pre-empt 
and replace it with prevent.28 The request for unlimited spending powers was 
deleted.29 As of late evening on September 13, final agreement on the resolu-
tion language had not been reached.30

On the morning of September 14, Daschle and Senate Minority Leader Lott 
met with their respective caucuses. Later that morning, the Senate approved, 
98–0, S. J. Res. 23 (P.L. 107–40), granting the president sweeping powers to 
initiate military action. The key provision of the resolution concerning force 
authorization stated

[t]hat the President is authorized to use all necessary and appropriate force 
against those nations, organizations, or persons he determines planned, 
authorized, committed, or aided the terrorist attacks that occurred on 
September 11, 2001, or harbored such organizations or persons, in order to 
prevent any future acts of international terrorism against the United States 
by such organizations or persons.

The process by which this resolution was crafted and eventually voted on is 
uncharacteristic in that it was not passed from a formal committee of the 
House or Senate, and there was no public debate on the constitutional merits 
of the resolution. The White House consulted with Congress and revised its 
original proposal based on congressional input, but all in private sessions. A 
day after the Senate approved the resolution the House did so as well, in a Do n
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The United States versus Terrorism 21

420–1 vote. Rep. Barbara Lee (D-CA) was the only member of Congress who 
voted against the measure, maintaining that it provided a “blank check” to the 
president and granted him “overly broad powers.”31

In most cases, senators and representatives commented on the resolution 
after the vote. A number of senior Democratic senators heralded the resolution 
as a victory for the principle of checks and balances. There is no doubt that 
Congress forced some important changes in the resolution’s language, exer-
cised and demanded its constitutional prerogatives on appropriations, and 
even inserted a reference to the War Powers Resolution. Congress also limited 
the administration’s military response to only those “nations, organizations, or 
persons” associated with the September 11 attacks. These “congressional 
demands” were noted by Senators Carl Levin (D-MI) and Joseph Biden 
(D-DE), among others.32 Regardless, the resolution language remained quite 
broad and granted considerable discretion to the president to determine who is 
responsible for the attacks and how an organization or individuals may be 
related to the events of September 11. It was easy to interpret the resolution in 
a number of equally legitimate ways. The process was constitutional, with the 
White House seeking congressional authority to act and the House and Senate 
voting to grant such authority. At the same time, however, some observers 
maintain that Congress abdicated much of its war power through the resolu-
tion’s broad and ambiguous language and by granting the president excessive 
discretion as commander in chief.33

These interactions appear to be the last instance prior to the decision to use 
force against Afghanistan and al Qaeda when Congress played a substantive 
role. It is difficult to find any meaningful congressional input between the 
House vote on September 15 and the initiation of Operation Enduring 
Freedom on October 7, where a member of Congress had a role in determining 
whom to go to war against or when to respond militarily.

Whom to Strike
When administration officials first met with the president to discuss the 

September 11 attacks and devise a response, there was a great deal of confusion 
and difference of opinion over what should be done.34 The first weekend fol-
lowing the attacks, Bush convened the principals at Camp David to begin plan-
ning for a broad war on terrorism. On the first day of the meetings, Saturday, 
September 15, Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld and Deputy Secretary of 
Defense Paul Wolfowitz pressed for making Iraq a target of the planned mili-
tary response. Secretary of State Colin Powell made the case that bin Laden Do n
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22 Gagnon and Hendrickson

should be the sole focus of the response, in part because he believed that inter-
national support existed for attacking bin Laden but not Iraq. General Shelton 
was surprised that Iraq was even in consideration and also favored a military 
response only against bin Laden. Tenet and Vice President Dick Cheney 
focused their attention on bin Laden. Andrew Card, White House chief of staff, 
also voiced the opinion that al Qaeda should be the target of the response.35 
During these discussions, National Security Adviser Condoleezza Rice acted as 
the president’s central coordinator at planning sessions. She absorbed informa-
tion and views and then consulted privately with Bush on the options.36

Bush made the decision on September 15 to focus the administration’s 
response on al Qaeda only. After Bush returned to the White House on 
Monday, September 17, he told his senior principals that Iraq would not be a 
target for a military response at that time. Former administration officials con-
firm that it was Bush’s view that it was not the appropriate time to strike Iraq, 
although Bush felt that Iraq was somehow complicit in the September 11 
attacks.37 With Iraq no longer a target, and apparently with heavy input from 
George Tenet, the Taliban and al Qaeda were increasingly viewed as one entity, 
ending any lingering debate over whom to strike. The Taliban had come to 
power in 1996 and governed Afghanistan under an extreme interpretation of 
the sharia, or Islamic law.38 It provided sanctuary for bin Laden in 1996, when 
he was expelled from Sudan, and protected him after the 1998 strikes on the 
U.S. embassies in East Africa. The Taliban also gave him communications 
equipment and security guards. In exchange, bin Laden helped the Taliban 
train its military and expand its political control over Afghanistan, and he also 
provided financial assistance to Mullah Omar, leader of the Taliban.39

On September 17, Bush instructed Colin Powell to issue an ultimatum to 
the Taliban: either turn over bin Laden or face severe consequences from the 
United States. On Sunday, September 23, the CIA assessed that Mullah Omar 
would side with bin Laden and refuse to give up the al Qaeda leader. That, 
indeed, was what happened.40

When to Attack
After they decided whom to attack, the question plaguing the Bush admin-

istration, and especially President Bush, was when to initiate the strikes. In the 
first days after September 11, Secretary Rumsfeld offered that it would take at 
least sixty days to get the military in place and ready for a major offensive. Gen. 
Tommy Franks, head of Central Command, concurred but more conserva-
tively estimated that it could take several months.41 President Bush wanted to Do n
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The United States versus Terrorism 23

be aggressive in time and strategy and avoid any comparison with President 
Clinton’s military strikes. He felt that Clinton’s strikes amounted to little more 
than “pounding sand” with cruise missiles.

Bush was attracted to one of the strategies presented by General Shelton. 
The plan Bush preferred entailed the launch of cruise missiles, air raids on 
Taliban and al Qaeda defenses, and the use of Special Operations Forces, and 
thus the insertion of “boots on the ground,” all working in concert to combat al 
Qaeda and the Taliban. In addition, the CIA was to enlist the support of anti-
Taliban groups in the northern and southern regions of Afghanistan to attack 
the Taliban with the assistance of Special Operations Forces and CIA opera-
tives.

As the military plans moved forward, the need for diplomatic allies in the 
Middle East quickly became clear. To insert Special Operations Forces and to 
attack from the south, the United States needed access to military bases in 
the Persian Gulf. Oman, one of the best U.S. allies in the region, had assisted 
the Clinton administration with the use of its bases in the 1998 air strikes on 
Iraq. Although Oman did not immediately rush to assist the Bush adminis-
tration, it ultimately agreed to lend its support, as did Bahrain and the United 
Arab Emirates. To Secretary Powell’s surprise, Pakistani president Gen. 
Pervez Musharraf, who had had friendly relations with the Taliban, agreed 
almost immediately to Bush’s multiple diplomatic, intelligence, and military 
requests.42

The biggest operational and diplomatic obstacle was securing staging areas 
for combat and search and rescue operations north of Afghanistan. To obtain 
permission to operate from military bases in some of the former Soviet repub-
lics, the administration requested the assistance of Russian President Vladimir 
Putin in making diplomatic overtures in the region. Putin, who exercised con-
siderable diplomatic influence with nearly all of the former republics, agreed 
on the condition that U.S. actions were only temporary and did not represent a 
long-term military presence in the region.43

This Central Asian element was the final piece of the puzzle needed before 
a military response could be initiated. Uzbekistan—whose president, Islam 
Karimov, did not have good relations with President Putin—was a preferred 
site. In responding to the U.S. request, Karimov initially demanded NATO 
membership, a $50 million loan, and what amounted to a full-fledged security 
guarantee from the United States. Although the United States did not grant 
Karimov’s every wish, the Uzbeks signed on to assist the United States on 
October 3. The military launched its first strikes on the Taliban on October 7. Do n
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The Taliban regime was brought down 102 days after the terrorist attacks of 
September 11, and American support for conduct of the war remained near 90 
percent for the duration of the fighting in 2001.44

After the Initial Strikes
During the initial military strikes on the Taliban and al Qaeda in Operation 

Enduring Freedom in 2001, war planning directed by the White House, 
Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld, and the commanding officer for the 
United States Central Command, Gen. Tommy Franks, had already begun for 
a possible invasion of Iraq.45 These actions have led to the argument that U.S. 
war efforts in Afghanistan suffered from a lack of attention from the rest of the 
Bush administration, as its central foreign policy ambition and challenge 
focused first on removing Saddam Hussein from Iraq and then on containing 
the civil war that ensued in Iraq.46 Whether this critique is accurate or not, for 
the remainder of Bush’s presidency the U.S. military presence in Afghanistan 
grew steadily, reaching approximately 32,000 troops by December 2008.47 
During these years, much of the Bush administration’s strategic approach to 
Afghanistan focused on utilizing the North Atlantic Treaty Organization 
(NATO) to build support for the new Afghan government and on lobbying the 
NATO allies to conduct more aggressive combat operations against the Taliban 
and al Qaeda.

In the aftermath of the Taliban’s immediate defeat in 2001, the United States 
turned to the United Nations Security Council to negotiate the presence of an 
international peacekeeping force in Kabul. UN Security Council Resolution 
1386 permitted the presence of UN peacekeepers in Kabul, and created an 
International Security Assistance Force (ISAF) that sought to provide security 
for the interim national government. Simultaneously, while this and other dip-
lomatic initiatives unfolded, U.S. military efforts persisted as well. One of the 
largest military strikes against the Taliban occurred in March 2002 in 
Operation Anaconda, where U.S. forces struck the Taliban in the Shahi-Kot 
Valley. At the time, the strikes inflicted considerable damage on Taliban forces, 
but by some accounts forced the Taliban into the mountainous regions of west-
ern Pakistan for refuge.48 This migration was significant in that it gave the 
Taliban a new sanctuary to regroup outside of Afghanistan in a region of 
Pakistan outside of governmental control. This location caused tactical and 
diplomatic challenges for the military operation.

NATO’s formal role in Afghanistan came at the urging of primarily Canada, 
Germany, and the United States, who sought a continuity of command for Do n
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ISAF through NATO rather than the national leadership transitions that came 
under UN auspices.49 On August 11, 2003, NATO agreed to take over ISAF. 
Over the next three years, the peacekeeping mission expanded to include 
thirteen Provincial Reconstruction Teams (PRTs), which were small groups of 
civilians and military personnel who spread out across northern and western 
sections of Afghanistan. The PRTs were deployed to help in the reconstruction 
of schools and roads, and more generally sought to provide support for eco-
nomic growth and the national government, which eventually included 
approximately 10,000 troops from the NATO allies.50

Over the course of 2001 to 2006, the U.S. military presence grew gradually 
as well, as military efforts continued to focus on finding and killing members 
of the Taliban and al Qaeda. These efforts, though, were dwarfed by the war in 
Iraq that began on March 20, 2003, which generally consumed the Bush 
administration for the rest of its tenure. During these same years, Congress was 
similarly focused on Iraq and otherwise not closely tracking military events in 
Afghanistan, which is best characterized by the few congressional hearings 
devoted to Afghanistan and the limited oversight devoted to NATO operations 
by members of Congress.51 Nonetheless, the Bush administration continued to 
work through NATO to wage this war. On July 31, 2006, after intense U.S. lob-
bying, NATO agreed to oversee the entirety of the Afghan military operation, 
which now included NATO participation in combat operations along with the 
PRTs. In agreeing to this revised and more extensive presence in Afghanistan, 
four NATO members—Canada, the Netherlands, the United Kingdom, and the 
United States—agreed to wage combat operations in the south. While this new 
policy indicated that NATO was capable of adapting to new security threats, 
the change also highlighted the profound differences in how each ally viewed 
its role in Afghanistan. Some of the allies, notably Germany and Italy, contrib-
uted hundreds of peacekeepers to more peaceful regions of Afghanistan in the 
north and west. These allies, along with other NATO partners, also placed 
“national caveats” for the kind of military engagement that their countries 
would permit. Such restrictions included strict prohibitions on the use of force, 
restriction on aircraft flights during the night, limited patrols that could only 
be conducted in armed personnel vehicles, and distance limitations on how far 
patrols could travel from their military bases.52

These caveats, and the ensuing casualties that occurred with British, 
Canadian, and Dutch military forces, produced new and serious diplomatic ten-
sions within NATO. Those states who were experiencing casualties often chal-
lenged those allies deployed in safer regions to take on combat operations.53 Do n
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Frustration was also evident in the Bush administration, which was well dis-
played when Secretary of Defense Robert Gates suggested that some of the cur-
rent allies did not have the necessary military skills and professionalism to 
engage in counterinsurgency operations, which later resulted in diplomatic pro-
tests from the Netherlands and a subsequent apology from the United States.54 
Although NATO Secretary General Jaap de Hoop Scheffer consistently noted 
that Afghanistan was NATO’s number one priority, the NATO allies continued 
to adopt very different military approaches for the remainder of the Bush 
administration, which led to ongoing diplomatic fissures within the alliance.

Despite the ongoing U.S. military operations and NATO’s increased military 
and peacekeeping presence, by the end of the Bush administration most ana-
lysts, including U.S. intelligence agencies and the Department of Defense, con-
cluded that the Taliban had successfully regrouped and was capable of waging 
increasingly advanced military attacks on US and NATO forces.55 In 2008 the 
United States suffered 155 casualties in the conflict, the highest number of 
deaths in one year since the war began. Sen. Barack Obama’s (D-IL) presiden-
tial campaign often noted that Bush’s efforts in Iraq had moved the United 
States away from what Senator Obama viewed as the real source of global ter-
rorism, which was centered in Afghanistan.

Obama’s AfPak Strategy and Troop Surges and Drawdown

When Barack Obama won the 2008 U.S. presidential election, the United 
States had been fighting terrorism in Afghanistan for more than seven years. The 
new president did not wait long before starting to implement the changes he had 
promised during the presidential campaign. As Obama argued during the 
campaign: “Now is the time for a responsible redeployment of our combat troops 
that . . . refocuses on Afghanistan.”56 According to Obama, the war in Iraq had 
distracted the United States from the more important fight against al Qaeda and 
the Taliban. Obama believed the United States had to change its strategy in 
Afghanistan in order to win the war against those he labeled “violent extremists.”

Obama softened George W. Bush’s tone and has been less inclined to use 
terms such as evil, brutal, or murderers to define al Qaeda and the Taliban. 
However, the policies he adopted in the first months of his presidency illustrate 
his determination to use military force as he deems necessary. In February 
Obama declared that he would send an additional 17,000 American troops to 
Afghanistan in the spring and summer of 2009.57 The president also announced 
a new “comprehensive” strategy on March 27, 2009, addressing what his Do n
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administration believed are the major factors that have caused security in 
Afghanistan to deteriorate since 2006.58 The strategy—dubbed the “AfPak” 
strategy—started with what the White House called a “clear, concise, attainable 
goal”: “disrupt, dismantle, and defeat al Qaeda and its safe havens.”59 Moreover, 
it treated Afghanistan and Pakistan as two countries but one challenge. 
According to Obama, it was imperative to focus more intensely on Pakistan 
than in the past, and to increase “U.S. and international support, both eco-
nomic and military, linked to Pakistani performance against terror.”60 For 
example, in terms of military cooperation, the Obama presidency has coin-
cided with greater U.S. assistance to the Pakistani army in its push against mil-
itants in South Waziristan by providing surveillance video and intelligence 
gleaned from CIA-operated unmanned aircraft.61 While it was the first time 
Islamabad had ever accepted such help from the United States, some have crit-
icized Obama’s decision to put Pakistan on the same level as Afghanistan in the 
war against al Qaeda and the Taliban. For instance, former Pakistani president 
Pervez Musharraf argued that Pakistan is different from its neighbor, which 
has no government and is completely destabilized.62 But United States Special 
Envoy for Afghanistan and Pakistan Richard Holbrooke—who is believed to be 
the one who coined the term AfPak—provided a different interpretation in 
March 2009, arguing that the terrorists who attacked New York were in 
Pakistan, not in Afghanistan.63

Obama’s AfPak strategy was detailed in a White Paper published by the 
White House in March 2009. The paper was the product of an overarching 
sixty-day inter-agency review of the situation in Afghanistan, chaired by South 
Asian expert Bruce Riedel and co-chaired by Richard Holbrooke and Under 
Secretary of Defense for Policy Michèle Flournoy.64 The paper stated that 
Obama’s objectives in Afghanistan and Pakistan were the following: (1) disrupt 
terrorist networks in Afghanistan and especially Pakistan to degrade any ability 
they have to plan and launch international terrorist attacks; (2) promote a more 
capable, accountable, and effective government in Afghanistan that serves the 
Afghan people and can eventually function, especially regarding internal secu-
rity, with limited international support; (3) develop increasingly self-reliant 
Afghan security forces that can lead the counterinsurgency and counterterror-
ism fight with reduced U.S. assistance; (4) assist efforts to enhance civilian con-
trol and stable constitutional government in Pakistan and a vibrant economy 
that provides opportunity for the people of Pakistan; and (5) involve the inter-
national community to actively assist in addressing these objectives for 
Afghanistan and Pakistan, with an important leadership role for the UN.65Do n
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When one looks at how the decisions to reshape U.S. strategy in Afghanistan 
have been made by the Obama administration, one can see two striking simi-
larities between the Democratic president and his two predecessors. On one 
hand, just like Clinton and Bush, Obama made the White House the center of 
action concerning the fight against terrorism. Indeed, during the first year of 
the Obama presidency, the key players of the debate on Afghanistan were the 
president himself, Defense Secretary Robert Gates, United States Special Envoy 
for Afghanistan and Pakistan Richard Holbrooke, commanders of U.S. and 
allied forces in Afghanistan David McKiernan (until June 2009) and Stanley A. 
McChrystal (from June 2009 to June 2010), Vice President Joseph Biden, 
Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff Mike Mullen, Commander of the U.S. Central Command David Petraeus, 
White House Chief of Staff Rahm Emanuel, and White House National 
Security Adviser James Jones.66 On the other hand, just like the members of the 
Clinton and Bush administrations, Obama’s advisers have not always agreed on 
U.S. strategy to fight terrorism in Afghanistan. In White House sessions, mili-
tary leaders and civilian officials have clashed over questions of strategy and 
troop levels, especially in October and November 2009, after the U.S. troops 
experienced one of their deadliest months in Afghanistan. The rift between 
Obama and some of his advisers became obvious when General McChrystal, 
after a four-hour September meeting with Mullen and Petraeus, asked for 
40,000 more troops to better protect the Afghan people and train security 
forces, and pressured the president in public to reject Vice President Biden’s 
proposals to switch to a strategy more reliant on drone missile strikes and spe-
cial forces operations against al Qaeda.67 Biden, who has been Obama’s “in-house 
pessimist” or “bull in the china shop” on Afghanistan from the moment the 
president took office, said he did not favor abandoning Afghanistan; he recom-
mended leaving the U.S. force roughly at what it was in February 2009 (a total 
of 68,000 troops).68 According to Biden, al Qaeda had, at the time, reconsti-
tuted in Pakistan, and the United States had to concentrate its efforts and 
resources there. In marketing his strategy, the vice president pointed out that 
Washington was, during that period, spending approximately $30 in 
Afghanistan for every $1 it spent in Pakistan.69

While some members of the Obama administration, such as Rahm Emanuel 
and James Jones, were believed to share Biden’s pessimism about Afghanistan, 
others expressed doubts about the vice president’s plan and aligned themselves 
with General McChrystal. Indeed, while Jones said a troop buildup would not 
be welcome, and while Emanuel told Obama early in 2009 that the war in Do n
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Afghanistan could threaten his presidency, Hillary Clinton and her close ally 
Richard Holbrooke stated that they would back McChrystal’s request.70 Robert 
Gates appeared more skeptical of further troop increases at first, especially 
because he thought it could fuel resentment the way the Soviet occupation did 
in the 1980s. However, he finally backed McChrystal’s plan after the general 
convinced him that the goal of U.S. forces was to protect civilians in major 
Afghan cities from Taliban attacks, not to dominate Afghanistan like the Soviet 
Union tried to do during the invasion.71

In December 2009, after nine formal war meetings and three months of 
intense debate within his administration, the president finally announced that 
he would deploy 30,000 additional troops to Afghanistan within six months to 
break the Taliban’s momentum. The main mission of these new troops was to 
kill insurgents, protect population centers in the south and east of Afghanistan, 
and speed up training of Afghan security forces in order to hand over control 
of the mission to Afghan authorities.72 In a move that illustrated Obama’s will-
ingness to address the critics of those who dubbed the war “Obama’s Vietnam,” 
the president also stated that the troop surge did not mean an open-ended 
commitment. Indeed, Obama declared that his goal was to end the war suc-
cessfully and quickly, and that after eighteen months, U.S. troops would begin 
to come home.73

Two days after Obama announced his policy, Sens. John Kerry (D-MA) and 
Richard Lugar (R-IN), who held the positions of chairman and ranking minor-
ity member in the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, proved that members 
of Congress did not want to remain silent or passive in the debate on 
Afghanistan and Pakistan. Kerry and Lugar held public hearings during which 
Hillary Clinton, Robert Gates, and Michael Mullen were invited to give more 
details about Obama’s AfPak strategy.74 These hearings were not the first ones 
Kerry and Lugar had held since Obama took office. For instance, in May 2009 
Kerry set up a debate on Afghanistan within the committee and expressed con-
cerns about the deteriorating security situation in most of the country.75 Kerry, 
who was believed to share Biden’s pessimism on surging the troops in 
Afghanistan, also played a fundamental role in the passage of the Enhanced 
Partnership with Pakistan Act of 2009 in October 2009. The key provisions of 
this law, dubbed the “Kerry-Lugar bill,” were to provide Pakistan $1.5 billion in 
annual economic assistance for five years, renewable for another five.76 One 
key goal of the bill was to counter widespread anti-American sentiment in 
Pakistan by helping Pakistan’s civilian government deliver essential services to 
its population.77Do n
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In addition to Kerry and Lugar, Sens. Carl Levin (D-MI) and John McCain 
(R-AZ), who held the positions of chairman and ranking minority member in 
the Senate Armed Forces Committee, also organized multiple hearings on 
Obama’s policies in Afghanistan and Pakistan. For instance, on February 26, 
2009, the committee held a hearing on “Strategic Options for the Way Ahead in 
Afghanistan and Pakistan,” during which Senator McCain shared Obama’s 
position that the United States needed a troop surge in Afghanistan and a 
regional strategy to fight al Qaeda and the Taliban.78 On December 2, 2009, 
Levin and McCain also invited Hillary Clinton, Robert Gates, and Michael 
Mullen to discuss Obama’s strategy with the full committee. During this meet-
ing, McCain criticized Obama for his decision to set an arbitrary date to begin 
withdrawing U.S. forces from Afghanistan.79

In the House, chairmen of the Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence 
(Rep. Sylvestre Reyes, D-TX) and of the Committees on International Affairs 
(Rep. Howard L. Berman, D-CA) and on Armed Services (Rep. Ike Skelton, 
D-MO) were some of the most dynamic congressional actors in the debate on 
AfPak. For instance, the three took part in an October 2009 White House 
meeting to discuss General McChrystal’s troop surge proposal. Although 
Berman said he would consider other options before backing McChrystal, 
Reyes and Skelton advised Obama to follow his recommendation. Skelton even 
sent a six-page letter to Obama in which he implored the president to “give the 
general what he needs.”80 Other House Democrats, such as Rep. John Murtha 
(D-PA) and Speaker Nancy Pelosi (D-CA), also expressed concerns about 
Obama’s decision to escalate the war.81 However, the debate between the White 
House and Congress on the war in Afghanistan revealed that members of 
Congress had little control over Obama’s decision beyond approving the money 
to pay for it.

By November 2010, Obama had made another important decision at 
NATO’s Lisbon Summit meeting, where the United States and its allies 
announced that all ISAF forces would be withdrawn by the end of 2014, as 
NATO forces would work to expeditiously train Afghanistan National Security 
Forces so that they could lead the way in providing security for the country. 
This announcement tamped down some of the concerns over the 2011 time-
line that Obama had proposed previously. By June 2011, the American military 
presence reached its apex, with nearly 100,000 troops deployed.82

As the surge plan was being implemented, President Obama escalated the 
use of Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV)/drone missile strikes against remaining 
elements of the Taliban and al Qaeda in Pakistan, which illustrated a significant Do n
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policy change compared to that of President Bush. During the entire Bush pres-
idency, a total of 45 drone strikes occurred. Analysts from the New America 
Foundation, however, calculated that the Obama administration carried out 54 
drone missile strikes in 2009, 122 strikes in 2010, and 72 additional strikes in 
2011.83 The use of drones continued, albeit at a slower pace in 2012, though a 
major increase in missile strikes occurred against al Qaeda targets in Yemen in 
the same year.84 Thus, though Barack Obama campaigned aggressively in 2008 
against George W. Bush’s leadership as commander in chief, Obama himself 
demonstrated repeatedly his willingness to use force—through a number of 
means—to address remaining elements of the Taliban and al Qaeda.

From the announcement of the second surge plan in 2009, it was difficult to 
find many in Washington or the public who could find much good to say about 
the progress of the military mission. Apart from commanding General David 
Petraeus, who replaced General Stanley McChrystal after McChrystal’s unprofes-
sional interview and conduct was published in Rolling Stone magazine in the 
summer of 2010, few others spoke favorably about the mission. By October 2010, 
60 percent of Americans viewed the war as a “lost cause.”85 By 2012, only 27 per-
cent of Americans favored the war in Afghanistan, with 66 percent against.86

Liberal congressional Democrats, often led by Dennis Kucinich (D-OH), 
offered resolutions in 2010 and 2011 aimed at ending America’s military pres-
ence in Afghanistan. Kucinich’s efforts generated a vocal but small following.87 A 
number of congressional Republicans also remained opposed to the imposition 
of a time table for an eventual troop withdrawal. What seemed to unify both 
Democrats and Republicans was the ongoing concern about corruption within 
the Afghan government, as well as an interest in limiting financial expenditures 
for the war.88 The killing of Osama bin Laden served as a catalyst for such calls. 
Congressman Steve Cohen (D-TN) noted the “killing of Osama Bin Laden was 
the biggest deficit reduction action this country has known, if we take advantage 
of that action,” though members of Congress were still hesitant to impose serious 
financial limitations on Obama’s funding requests for the war.89

In May 2012, the Obama administration announced a Strategic Partnership 
Agreement with Afghanistan, which will keep approximately 15,000 to 20,000 
U.S. military forces in Afghanistan after the 2014 conclusion of the ISAF mis-
sion.90 In addition, Afghanistan was named a “Major Non-NATO Ally” in July 
2012. Though this status has nothing to do with NATO or collective security, 
the agreement does permit an expedited trade relationship for sharing of sensi-
tive defense technology, training, and weapons development between the two 
countries.91 Yet even with these new agreements, conditions on the ground Do n
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remained grim. Most notably, the number of killings of ISAF military trainers 
by Afghanistan National Security Forces (the so-called “green on blue” attacks) 
increased significantly in 2012.92

Despite such high levels of dissatisfaction with the war expressed in 
Washington, across the nation, and even within the military, by many accounts 
the Afghanistan war largely moved out of the public and political discussion as 
the 2012 elections progressed. Candidates rarely raised the Afghanistan issue 
during the congressional elections or even during the presidential contest. 
Republican presidential candidate Mitt Romney’s address at the Republican 
national convention did not even devote one sentence to Afghanistan.93 
Military historian Andrew Bacevich maintains that Americans have increas-
ingly become accustomed to the use of U.S. military force abroad, and in this 
respect, have lost some sense of policy discernment of America’s military pres-
ence abroad today.94 Though perhaps Americans are comfortable with and 
support the new Strategic Partnership Agreement, it seems more likely that 
Bacevich’s ideas have some merit, and that American politicians see few politi-
cal incentives in aggressively challenging the ongoing and foreseeably unend-
ing military presence in Afghanistan.

Conclusion: Presidential Leadership in the War on Terrorism

In the Clinton, Bush, and Obama administrations’ military actions against 
al Qaeda, the White House has been the heart of the policy-making process, 
with limited formal input from others. This finding contrasts sharply with 
most other cases in this book—and in general with U.S. foreign policy making 
in the post–Cold War era—in which multiple bureaucratic officials, individual 
members of Congress, and individuals outside of government often play 
critical roles. Although Congress has considerable formal leverage through the 
War Powers Resolution and the Constitution to demand a substantive role for 
itself in matters concerning the decision to go to war, it is largely the president 
who controls the policy-making process regarding such a decision. Bush and 
Clinton, to different degrees, consulted with Congress, but in their formal 
communications with Capitol Hill, they asserted essentially unlimited powers 
as commander in chief, as had all presidents during the Cold War. Obama was 
less inclined to assert unlimited powers as commander in chief, and he 
consulted with key members of Congress during his policy review on 
Afghanistan. However, it seems fair to argue that Congress had little direct 
leverage over Obama. Formally, members of Congress could rely on the power Do n
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of the purse and refuse to finance Obama’s surge plan; instead, most members 
of Congress supported President Obama, with only a handful of liberal 
Democrats openly challenging either of Obama’s troop surges.

The national security advisers of Clinton and Bush played key roles prior to 
the use of force. Sandy Berger and Condoleezza Rice, respectively, acted as pri-
mary confidants, consulting privately with the commander in chief. It appears 
that the national security adviser was the most trusted principal among all 
senior-level foreign policy decision makers in both administrations. Obama’s 
national security adviser also played an important role during the debate on 
Afghanistan. However, it seems fair to say that other political actors at least 
matched James Jones’s influence, especially Secretary of Defense Robert Gates, 
who toward the end of the White House debate about the troop surge was 
instrumental in shaping a plan that would bridge the differences between 
Hillary Clinton, Joseph Biden, and others.

The public widely supported the military actions of Bill Clinton and 
George W. Bush. Although many people suspected that Clinton’s strikes on al 
Qaeda may have been a “diversionary military action” related to the Lewinsky 
scandal, his approval ratings remained high in the days following the strikes.95 
President Bush’s political approval ratings soared soon after the September 11 
tragedy and remained exceptionally high during the war in Afghanistan. As for 
Obama, the unveiling of his new military strategy revealed that Americans 
were not overly confident about the war. The killing of Osama bin Laden 
(which is examined in more detail in chapter 2) was popular among the 
American people, but a September 2012 poll showed that only a quarter of 
them still supported the military effort in Afghanistan.96

As of January 2013, the White House nonetheless continued to allege that 
the war was necessary. For instance, Washington stressed that the remaining 
leadership of the Afghan Taliban was still based around the city of Quetta, in 
the Balochistan province of Pakistan.97 Among these leaders, Mullah Omar has 
been effective in reorganizing remnants of the Taliban.98 In November 2009, 
Omar issued a message in which he rejected peace negotiations while Western 
forces remain in Afghanistan.99 The U.S., Afghan, and Pakistani governments 
have pursued various peace initiatives with the Taliban since, including the 
December 2012 release of members of the movement from Pakistani pris-
ons.100 However, Omar’s refusal to negotiate a settlement with Kabul reminded 
Washington that the war in Afghanistan could last longer than Obama would 
want it to. It could also continue after ISAF forces are withdrawn from the 
country in 2014.Do n
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Key Actors

Samuel “Sandy” Berger National security adviser; principal adviser to 
President Clinton leading up to strikes in 1998 against Osama bin Laden and 
his network in Sudan and Afghanistan.

Joseph Biden Vice president; President Obama’s “in-house pessimist” and 
most outspoken critic about an expansive troop-surge policy in Afghanistan.

Osama bin Laden Leader of al Qaeda; which was responsible for the bomb-
ings of U.S. embassies in Nairobi, Kenya, and Dar es Salaam, Tanzania, and the 
September 11 attacks.

George W. Bush President; principal decision maker for initiating Operation 
Enduring Freedom against the Taliban and al Qaeda in 2001 in Afghanistan.

Richard A. Clarke Counterterrorism coordinator for Presidents Clinton and 
Bush.

Bill Clinton President; principal decision maker for strikes against bin Laden 
in 1998.

Hillary Rodham Clinton Secretary of state; advocate for a troop surge in 
Afghanistan during the first months of the Obama presidency.

Rahm Emanuel White House chief of staff; expressed opposition to an 
expansive troop surge in Afghanistan during the first months of the Obama 
presidency.

Robert Gates Secretary of defense; helped President Obama shape a troop-
surge plan that would bridge the differences between Hillary Clinton, Joseph 
Biden, and others.

Richard Holbrooke United States Special Envoy for Afghanistan and 
Pakistan; coined the term AfPak during the first months of the Obama 
presidency.

James Jones White House national security adviser; expressed opposition to 
an expansive troop surge in Afghanistan during the first months of the Obama 
presidency.

Stanley A. McChrystal Commander of U.S. and allied forces in Afghanistan; 
most aggressive advocate for a troop surge in Afghanistan during the first 
months of the Obama presidency; relieved of his command due to unprofes-
sional military conduct.

Barack Obama President; principal decision maker for increasing the war 
effort against the Taliban and al Qaeda after January 2009; in November 2010, 
announced that all International Security Assistance Force (ISAF) troops 
would be withdrawn from Afghanistan by the end of 2014.Do n
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David Petraeus Commander of U.S. and allied forces in Afghanistan; 
replaced Stanley A. McChrystal in the summer of 2010; spoke favorably about 
the mission in Afghanistan even when it was getting less popular in U.S. public 
opinion and in Washington.

Condoleezza Rice National security adviser; principal adviser to Bush in the 
lead-up to attacking the Taliban and al Qaeda in Afghanistan in 2001.

Hugh “Henry” Shelton Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff under Clinton 
and Bush; provided Bush with options for striking the Taliban and al Qaeda 
after the September 11 attacks.

George Tenet Director of the Central Intelligence Agency under Clinton and 
Bush; exercised great influence in determining whom to strike after the 
September 11 attacks on the United States.

Paul Wolfowitz Deputy secretary of defense; most aggressive advocate for 
military strikes on Iraq immediately after September 11.
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